
1.3.3  What are the current and future management 
	 	 	 approaches	to	the	problem	of	flooding	to	the	UK?

Conflicting views on flood management
Many strategies do not work with the nature of the river and 
have an impact on the wildlife. Wildlife groups and some 
farmers might be in favour of allowing nature to take its 
course and flood areas, but residents and business owners 
want to ensure all future flooding is stopped.

Alternative	futures	if…
• developers reduced impermeable surfaces when 

constructing housing, creating more surfaces that allow 
infiltration of water;

• blocking upland mountain drains and restoring peat bogs to 
store rainwater and reduce the amount getting into rivers;

• housing on floodplains was floodproofed with flood barriers 
that fit to doors and windows;

• restrictions were placed on building on floodplains and 
the use of brownfield sites for housing developments was 
encouraged.

Channel 
straightening

Examples	of	hard	engineering	strategies

River is straightened by 
cutting out meanders

Huge walls built across a 
river

Man-made embankments 
built along the sides of the 

river

Dams

Levees 

• Water moves quicker and does not 
build up, risking a flood

• Flood water moves downstream, 
causing floods there instead

• Regulate the flow of water
• Very expensive
• Floods land behind the dam wall
• Downstream river less fertile as 

sediment is blocked behind the dam

• Increases the capacity of the river to 
hold more water

• Cheap to construct
• Can break, creating bigger floods

Afforestation 

Examples	of	soft	engineering	strategies

Planting trees in the 
drainage basin

Warnings issues by flood 
agencies to people’s 

phones or houses

Restricts the building of 
important facilities, such 

as schools, to zones above 
potential flood areas

Flood warnings

Land use 
zoning

• Works with the environment 
• Cheaper 
• Trees take a long time to grow and 

have an impact on reducing flooding

•  People given time to evacuate 

• People might not hear or have access 
to the mode of warning

• Only fields and parks are flooded in 
the future

• Not always an option if the area has 
already been built upon


